AMD MAINE
VEGETABLE.

IE only specific ever offered toll,
public from which a permanent a
I cure maybe obtained of that di
le pain the Tooth-ache, with a|||
ant evils ; such as fracturing tbeL
•acting the Teeth, which often nJ
painful than the Tooth-ache itself a
assing from the decayed Teeth foi
hence to the head, producing a
affection, with many other unph
Teets, such as a disagreeable breaii
ste in the mouth, &c. ; all of
oduced from foul or decayed Teeth
n happy to have it in my power J
the world a remedy that will n(L
e the pain nine times out often
rly applied, but preserve the teJ
further decay, and arrest the diseased
is are decaying and have not comm,!
iching, restoring them to healthai
ness.
NEW-YORK CITY, SEPT. 15,
ie undersigned, in his practice as a ¡i
urgeon, having extensively used!,
are of the tooth-ache, Thomas Whir
table Tooth-ache Drops, and with j
success, he can recommend ihi
genuine, as superior to any others
iow before the public, and can say th
Drops receive the unqualified appt
n of the Medical faculty at large
JONATHAN DOGE,'

No. 5, Chamber si,
essrs.

Crosby & Co.
i delay, I have had White’s To«
Drops tested which you had thep
to give me when at your place. 1
1 has been, perhaps, in part for n
nfidence in patent medicines general
partly by having no occasion im
family. lam happy in saying (kt
given it to 8 or 10 of my friends, i
'ery case it gave relief; and Ido
v of but one case which had a set,
ication,and that was one of a p
70 years of age.
Yours very Respectfully,
PARLEY GODDARD
’orcester, Jan. 8, 1834.

jold wholesale and retail by JO
LIE, Kennebunk; Nathan Kew
ed ; Wm. C. Stimpson, & Co.Bl.
!/i Side, Faneuil Hall; Rogers,& .
78 and IQ, Commercial Street ;l:
ver, & Brothers, No. 90 «nd92, I
on St. ; Maynard & Noyes, No.
itAi’ZZ, Boston.

A REMEDY FOR

JJ’RHEUMATISM!
I HE excrutiating pain —the decrejt
and deformity, and the pre«
age, which are the usual attend«
disorder, are suffered by many in
air of a cure, or disappointment«
acy of the numerous pretended aniil
I to effect this purpose. But thp$
? made a fair trial of

. JEBB’S CELEBRATED LINIMI
i in cases of long standing, and«
t severe character, have received «
f, and many have been cured im
some in 24 hours ! as a num!
ons in Boston and vicinity, who
ierlv afflicted with the Rheoffl
? very fully testified. Certificates!
possession of the proprietor, provis
t thorough and surprising Cliff
ns of this powerful Liniment, b
re other approved applications 1«
p failed. The Liniment is ah
i success for bruises, sprains, nuffll
ness of the joints, chilblains, &c.
‘rice 50 cents a bottle.
DUMFRIES’

UEYE WATER!
WR sore or inflamed Eyes, gift
mediate ease and relief. On
P eyes, the effect is most saM
lere" the complaint has been ol|
tiding, and in some exceeding bad
most unexpected and desirablef®'
>n found in the use of this Eye W
every other remedy had failed,
persons who have used it, pron«
• best preparation for these coin?
y have ever met with, especially
of soreness or inflammation »
nding. Price 25 cents a bottle.
(Yj^None are genuine unless sigj
. outside printed wrapper by the««
i>ior,T. Kidder, immediate M
the late Dr. W. T. Conway. J
his Counting Room, over No.W
eet, near Concert Hall, Boston,»
his special appointment, by
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk
SAMUEL pOPE. Kenneb^

NOTICE.
1HE subscriber having con#»
the town of Kennebunk,
or of said town for one year,¡j
tice that he has made suitable pr
>m at the town Work-House, a
SfiS'SSKS,« j

Kennebunk, May 1,

lemperance Hymn W
COLLECTION of Hy^fOi
L ance Meetings, Pushed by
of the Massachusetts Ietnp«*a
st received and for sale by
Kennebunk, Feb. 21,1835.
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From the Cincinnati Daily Gazette,
TIMBER LANDS IN MAINE.
found on the bark of the trees and cause most industrious part of the community.
This
is
now
the
grand
topic,
the
engross

AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
a vigorous action, which will facilitate They are almost always busily employ ing subject, both among those who have
THE NEW CONGRESS.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
their growth. If there is any rough bark ed. * But it is apt to be otherwise with money and those who want it. It is said
We have seen various speculations as to
JAMES K. REMICH.
on them it should first be carefully professional men. They are often the land fever has never raged higher or the
complexion of the Senate of the United
I
Office'on the Main-Street,—opposite theMeeting- House.
in reference to present party politics,
scraped off with a hoe.
Sometimes dilatory, lazy. It is an effort for them spread wider than at the present. It not States,
;
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
to bend their minds to a difficult pur only has complete possession of our cities as
! it may probably stand, at the next ses
Two dollars per annum, if .paid within the year.— trees become hide-bound, (a term which
of Congress. Not considering any of
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which farmers apply to cattle which appear suit.—They are well informed, because and principal towns, but pervades the coun- sion
!
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
correct, a view somewhat different is
they spend much of their time in read try in every direction. And not only in these
'
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub stinted and have their hides closely at
lisher, until alt arrearages are paid.
tached to their bodies,) this may be ing—but this is an unprofitable busi this State, but more or less in all the New here presented, It will be seen there are
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
ness, unless we have some definite ob England States, and even in New York, the three vacancies—the seats of Mr. Knight
•any error in any advertisement beyond the amount cured by taking a sharp pointed knife
timber lands in Maine are becoming an ob of R. Island, Mr. White of Tennessee, and
ject
in view.
charged for its insertion.
and make an incision longitudinally,
ject of strong attraction. And why is it ? Mr. Poindexter of Mississippi. In the sub
In
these
remarks
we
wish
it
not
to
be
from the limbs to the ground, in the
joined list, the decided Opposition members
understood that we think lightly of why is it ? is the inquiry of hundreds and .are in italics, the decided Jackson Van Bu
_____ AGRICULTURAL
month of June.
thousands
who
are
just
beginning
to
open
1 think my trees have succeeded best professional men generally ; ‘ for we their eyes to the facts that are presented to ren men in Roman, and the IFS and ANDS
TRANSPLANTING TREES.
on sward land, where care has been do not. We wish to address ourselves them on every side. Why this excitement ? in small capitals :
A writer in the New England Far taken as often as every other year, to particularly to those parents who are
Maine—Ether Shepley, John Ruggles.
It is because nearly all who have been en
mer, who dates his communication in loosen the earth with a dung fork for a hesitating what occupation to give their gaged in these lands have made money rap
New- Hampshire—Isaac Hill, Henry
Berkshire county, relates the following few feet around the trees and apply a children. Are they ingenious, fond idly, and generally large sums. Many Hubbard.
results of his own experience.
moderate dressing of rotten barn-yard of mechanical pursuiM. Give them a have realized their ten, twenty and fifty ^Massachusetts—Daniel Webster, John
Several years since I purchased at or compast manure, if the plough is trade. Do they love to study, and thousand dollars, and some their one or two Davis.
Rhode Island—Asher Robbins.
One
a nursery owned by a Quaker on the used among fruit trees, unless the great cannot give their attention to any thing hundred thousand. Such facts as these,
North river, a number of trees of est care is observed, which you can else ? Send them to college. Let your which are becoming of frequent occurrence, vacancy.
Connecticut—Gideon Tomlinson, Na~
choice engrafted fruit, and being de rarely if ever secure if left to hired children choose themselves what trade must naturally produce a feverish excite
sirous that nothing should be omitted men, their trunks will be galled and or profession they will follow and ment in the community. And many will than Smith.
Vermont—Samuel Prentiss, Benjamin
that would secure a reward for my: many times so ^injured as to cause the what they select will generally prove make splendid fortunes in this business.
Swift.
There
is
no
mistake
about
it.
And
many
trouble and expense, and afford the death of the tree, and there is also the most advantageous in the end.
New York—S\\as Wright, jr., N. P. Tall
luxury of good fruit, I adopted the fol danger of the roots being disturbed and But never think a trade too humble for others, perhaps, who go into it blindfolded, madge.
and without due caution, will be ruined by
lowing method in transplanting and broken by the plough. I am satisfied your son to work at—nor a profession
New Jersey—S. L. Southard, Garret
it. It may be set down as a fact, that good
managing them, which was then with that if orchards are not ploughed and too important for him to acquire. Let timber lands on good waters have not yet D. Wall.
me an experiment, but it proved to be manured as often as once in three years every parent pursue this course with risen to one quarter part their intrinsic val
Pennsylvania—James Buchanan, Sam
one which equalled my most sanguine the trees will not flourish.
his children and we are confident there ue. For instance, many tracts have been uel M’Kean.
Delaware—Arnold Naudain, J. M.
expectations. In the first place I was
Nurserymen generally, if not always, would be less unhappiness and misery sold this winter for five, six, and eight dol
careful to have the holes where the apply so much manure and culture to in the world.—You can never force a lars an acre, which are known to contain Clayton.
Maryland—R. H. Goldsborough, Jo
trees were to stand dug at least two their ground, to bring forward their trade or profession upon a child ; it more than ten thousand pine timber to the
months before I set them, carefully lay trees and give them a thrifty and heal must be natural to him. A disregard acre, besides much other valuable timber. seph Kent.
Virginia—John Taylor, B. W. Leigh.
ing the sods (for it was grass land where thy appearance, that if great care is not for a child’s inclination in this respect And this pine timber is sold upon the stump
North Carolina—Willie Mangum,
I set the trees,) in a heap by themselves, taken, to keep the ground loose and has often proved his ruin or at least, readily at four dollars per thousand, which
Bedford Brown.
produces
to
the
owner
forty
dollars
an
acre,
laying the grass side down that they manured around the tree, at least for a unfitted him for the duties of life.
South Carolina—Wm. C. Preston, J.
leaving him the other timber and the soil
might become completely rotten by the few years after they are transplanted,
Boston Mechanic,
into the bargain. We know a person who C. Calhoun.
time of setting the trees, and which they will remain stationary, and by
Georgia—Alfred Cuthbert, John P.
purchased a tract of about twenty two thou
ROMPS.
I consider better than any manure to inattention to what may seem things of
sand acres some three years ago, for which King.
A romp is generally a good natured he gave ten thousand dollars. He has since
place round the roots in setting, also to little consequence, the expectations of
Kentucky—Henry Clay, John J. Crit
of a girl with little mind and far without any trouble to himself received more tenden.
lay the earth next under the sods in a those who are looking for a speedy re- sort
•
taste. She does not understand than thirty thousand dollars for stumpage,
Tennessee—Felix Grundy. One vacan
heap by itself to be next used in setting,1 ward for their trouble and expense in less
'
and the dirt last taken out also by itself,1 procuring choice fruit, are for a longer wit or fancy, for to these she has no as it is technically termed, that is, for tim cy.
Ohio—Thomas Eioing, Thomas Morris.
When she is merriest she ber sold standing and taken off by others,
to lay on the top. I consider these! time at least if not altogether disap- pretension.
!
Louisiana
—Alex. Porter, Charles Gayand
be
now
would
not
sell
the
whole
tract
generally
jumps
highest;
when
she
is
seemingly trifling things of importance pointed. The quaker of whom I pur- I
for less than ten dollars an acre. Making arre.
in affording the nourishment necessary chased my trees propagated his fruit grave
she
is
a
fool
because
romps
have
I
Indiana-r-WM. Hendricks, John Tipfor the life of the trees at this critical in a way which was new to me and little intellect.
A country romp is two hundred and fifty thousand dollars
ton.
for what cost him but ten thousand.
with
a
ditch
because
it
gives
lime. Care was also taken to have which may be useful to be mentioned charmed
'
Mississippi—John Black. One vacan
No wonder such facts as these should
lhe holes dug two or three feet larger here ; his nursery contained several a- her a chance to jump across ; and she
turn the heads of the community, and set cyin circumference than the roots of trees; cres and he told me that all his trees loves apples best in the orchard be every body to rushing into the waters where
Illinois—E. K. Kane, J. M. Robinson.
this is necessary that the roots may were obtained by the following simple cause she has the exquisite pleasure of such noble fish are caught. But let us add
Alabama—William R. King, Gabriel
have an opportuntiy to spread and get process, viz : after he had procured climbing the trees and tearing her new one word of caution. These waters are Moore.
foothold before the ground becomes as !his scions, he went into an old orchard frock.
A town romp is a different assuming a mighty and resistless current,
Missouri—L. F. Linn, T. H. Benton.
solid as the adjoining earth. Great ,and dug roots from trees where they creature. She is generally a great talk and must of course produce some eddies afjd
In this list, Mr. M’Kean of Pennsylvania,
pains should also be taken to have the (could be spared, of the size of one or er of scandal, when she is not employ whirlpools. It behooves people therefor^ ai
and Messrs. Hendricks and Tipton of In
fibrous roots naturally spread, and the two inches in diameter and sawed them ing her clenched hands upon some not to rush headlong and heedlessly, if they diana, are set down on neither side. It
Romping is a bad would escape being swallowed up in the is well known they have not worn the
pulverized sods firmly placed around into pieces of eight inches in length and one’s shoulder.
them, that every facility may be af then split the top end and inserted his business. It is at variance with de vortex. But in purchasing good timber Kitchen Cabinet collar faithfully at any
forded for the support of the trees. My scion as you would in engrafting upon cency of taste, and all fineness of tact lands on good waters, there is not only no time. There is good reason to believe that
trees were transplanted early in No a limb, wound round a little tow to pre or imagination. The manners of a danger, but a moral certainty of great prof they cannot be harnessed for Van Buren.—
it.— Port land Courier.
Mr. Mangum of N. Carolina, and Mr.
vember, which I consider much the vent the dirt from falling into the incis romp are the fondling of a bear. 1
Moore of Alabama, are set down Opposi
would
have
all
such
females
picked
out
best time in our climate, as the earth ion made for the scion and then set the
Look out for Leather Pockets !—The tion. The office holding concern have in
will then get consolidated around the root in the ground so deep as to cover of society and sent up the Missouri to bill to prohibit the circulation, within this structed and denounced them. It is known
If State, of banknotes under $5, passed the that Van Buren does not rely on them.
roots before vegetation commences in a part of the scion—his scions he said colonize a new Amazonian land.
the spring, and they will get rooted rarely failed and he was also sure that they did not civilize the Indians some Assembly on Tuesday by a vote 72 to 9. There are three vacancies. Little doubt is
before the heat of the summer, which if they lived he had the fruit put in, what, they could fight them, and that It passed the Senate by a vote of 25 to 2. entertained that Rhode Island will elect a
Total yeas 97, total nays 11. It provides decided Oppositionist.
The indications
is apt to kill trees that are set in the whereas if by inoculation on sprouts would answer the same purpose.
under the denomination of $2 against Van Buren in Tennessee and Mis
that no bill
I............................
spring, especially as the spring where from seeds, if a bud failed it might
shall be Ewen
given or offered in payment after sjssippj are very strong. In the latter, all
HUGH L. WHITE.
Hive does not usually get advanced through carelessness or inattention be
the 1st of September next ; no bill under ¡s uncertainty. In Tennessee, Hugh L.
Memorandum
of
the
early
history
of
enough to transplant trees before the overlooked and the purchaser get only
§3 after the 1st of March next; none un
last of April or first of May ; where natural when he expected choice fruit. Judge White.—-Hugh L. White was der $5 after 1st of September, 1836, and White will most probably be re-elected.
How then stands the case ?—•
born
October
30th,
1773,
in
Iredell
trees are set in the spring the holes In this way he performed the operation
none under $10 of any bank out of the
Opposition,
23
should be dug in the fall and remain in his house and when he had finished county, North Carolina, (then Rowan State after the 1st Sept. next. Penalty for
Van Buren,
19
county.)
When
about
seven
or
eight
open through the winter.
It has been enough for a row he set them out with
giving or offering in payment a bill of any
3
I
fs and Ands,
remarked by some, that trees set in the very little labor. His trees were as years of age, his father moved to Crip bank in this State under $5, after the dates
To be elected
3
ple
Creek,
Wythe
county,
Virginia,
specified, five times its nominal amount.
spring will not bear the same year promising as any Nursery I ever visit
with those set in the fall; if this is so ed and his fruit has always proved what and lived there a few years; from Penalty for issuing bills under $5, in this
48
thence he moved to the neighborhood State, after 30 days from the passage of the
we have an answer to the question of he called it.
In the Senate, then, the Administration,
of Knoxville, Tenn.
When a mere act,—under $3 after 1st September next,— continuing in the shout for Van Buren, can
ten asked, “ How can I secure fruit
lad, H. L. White was engaged in most under $5 after 1st of March next,—or for have no available majority. It is exposed
LEARNING A TRADE.
every year?” Of this I have had no
There are many people who dislike: of Sevier’s campaigns against the issuing any denomination between $5 and to be checkmated upon every important
experience, but it is worth the trial.
the
name of mechanic and would, rath■ Cherokee Indians, and was distinguish- $10,—$100 for each bill and forfeiture of movement.
Another important thing to be at
charter.
Penalty for giving or offering in
And what of the House ? So far as the
tended to, if you wish the trees to do er than put their children to an honest: ed for his bravery, hardihood, and sa- payment an out-of-State bill under $10 after
elections have been held, the entirety of
I
gacity
in
that
partisan
warfare.
Under
trade,
tug
hard
at
their
business
and
well, is to mark the side of the trees
1st September next, $50. The Senate on changes have left parties much as they
which stand to the south before they live sparingly for the sake of giving the influence of Col. Charles McClung, ly prooosed to prohibit foreign bills under stood in the last house. It is believed there
who
had,
recently
come
from
Penn

nre removed from the nursery and be them a college education.—They think
$5 ; but the Assembly extended the prohi has been a gain of perhaps half a dozen for
careful to put the same side to the meanly of him who wears the leather sylvania, and had married his sister, bition to all such bills under $10. This a- the administration, as it was viewed at the
south when they are set; this may ap• apron, and is not dressed up in finery and observed decided evidence of tal mendment, and one or two others of less im period of the elections. About half the
This we believe is the ent in young White, his father was in portance require the concurrence of the states only have elected, and it is believed
pear chimerical to persons who have and show.
reason
why
there
are so many pettifog duced to send him to Pennsylvania to Senate, after which the bill will be signed that this gain will be more than counterbal
never observed the difference in trees
where this has or has not been attend gers and vagabonds in the world. finish his education and study the pro by the-Governor, and so the State will be anced, in the states yet to elect. As has
He completed his ed saddled with one of the greatest humbugs been the fact with the four or five last con
ed to, but I have seen trees from this Many a son has been sent to college fession of law.
ucation
at
some
institution
in Philadel that has been got up lately for political ef gresses, the present is to be so divided that
simple circumstance, which apparent with the expectation of his parents
phia,
where
Congress
was
then in ses fect. However, unless we are much mis the administration cannot expect to have an
highly
excited,
but
like
the
fable
of
the
ly remained stationary for several
taken, public sentiment, before two years efficient majority, if it have a majority at
years, with the same attention to every mountain, he only produced a mouse. sion, and where he then attracted no are expired, will express itself in terms not all. An administration that can do noth
tice,
and
obtained
the
friendship
of
that
thing else in setting--- the reason is We think highly of our colleges and
to be misunderstood, demanding a repeal of ing more than continue distraction and di
obvious, as every one who will notice literary institutions, and rejoice to see distinguished patriot and republican, this oppressive and foolish law. The Leg vision, might well doubt its capability to be
either a fruit or forest tree when cut them prosper ; but we are more pleas Nathaniel Macon, of North Carolina. islature will then learn that a few thousand useful, if in any reasonable degree imbued
down, which has stood in the open land, ed to see an individual’s mind turned After completing his education in Phila noisy radicals, forever uneasy about some with candor or with modesty. Nothing of
There are hun delphia, he went to Lancaster, in Penn thing, do not constitute the People of the either can be expected from the present
will see that the heart of the tree is in a right current.
nearly twice as far from the south as dreds of lawyers who would have made sylvania, and studied the profession of State of New York. The amount of bills cabinet, whether reference be had to the
the north side of the tree, the grains of better mechanics : and have obtainec law under Mr. Hopkins, then an emi under $5, of banks in this State, in circula chief, or to the upper or the nether execu
tion the 1st January last, was $3,730,902, tive.
the wood on the south side being so a more comfortable livelihood. And nent lawyer of that place.
or nearly a quarter of their ivhole circula
Knoxville
Register.
much larger as to make this difference. we have no doubt there are many me
tion.—N. Y. Jour, of Com.
The late winter has been felt with sever
Now turn the side which has stood to chanics who would stand high at the
ity in Louisiana. The St. Clairsville Jour
He that will not reason is a bigot ;
Hell burnt up.—A postscript of the 6th nal says, “ The injury done to the State by
the south to the north and you must bar, had they been blessed with a lib
necessarily check the growth of the eral education. But if a child have he that cannot reason is a fool; and to the Editors of the Georgia Journal, says the severity of the frost, is incalculable. The
—is You may announce, if you choose, that sugar cane, plants, and rattoons, are nearly,
tree, as the side which has enjoyed the talents, they will not remain hid ; and he that dares not reason is a slave.
all Hell is burnt up. Last night about 10 o’
genial rays of the sun which has caused no matter what his trade or profession
if not. entirely destroyed, and it is question
clock a fire broke out here [Augusta] in a
Attention
to
decorum
is
one
of
the
is
they
will
sooner
or
later
burst
forth.
this increased growth, cannot stand the
able whether the culture of the cane will
place called u Hell’s Half Acre,” and swept not be entirely abandoned. The orange,
chilling blasts of the north wind and There are many distinguished individu greatest bulwarks to female virtue.
it out clean. It was really amusing to hear
als
in
the
literary
world,
—
who
were
lime, and citron groves are doubtless ent
thrive. I have found that trees do
Knaves live upon fools as spiders them running in the streets, and hallooing, down. The fig tree and all delicate shrub
much better to rub the bodies and bred to mechanical trades. Many of the
all Hell’s afire !”
bery, we fear, are greatly injury, while our
ljmbs as far as you can reach, with editors of our best conducted journals prey upon flies.
vegetable gardens are utterly laid waste-—
were
mechanics,
and
do
credit
to
the
soft soap diluted a little with water :
The fifth Annual Meeting- of the American
The
science of love is the philosphy Lyceum is to commence in New York, on the cattle are dying every where around ' us.
And our me
me-
*
selcili
this should be dqne in May and will stations they occupy.
Such are the effects of this frightful winter,’5
' of the heart,
8th of May.
1
kill the lice which are generally to be chanics too, generally speaking are the

Qfyt Bcnnchunlt

carrying them away, and cutting the bodies
‘
Thé National înteÎÎigehéef sâÿsi f—“0ur
TÉÈ fRESIDENT IN TÈE TÏÉLÙ.
up in pieces. Mrs. Guard and her child were {
mail rticles
latest paper from Detroit is to the 20th oflast
We have seen since very soon after the 4tÉé
twice knocked down, but the remainder of
NEWS FROM EUROPE.
her crew fought their way through the na THE N. E. BOL’NDARY-^NEW BRUNS-: month. At that time no further intelligence of March, 1829, but with pèrtinacitjr and bold
By the arrival of several packets at New
"i
rece'veiI *,n relation to the dispite* ness daily increasing, a determined dombinatives,
having been reduced from twenty
York on Sunday last, we are furnished with
eight to fourteen, and escaped by means ofa The Humble Address of Your Majesty’s Leg-! ^military movements of the Michigan nil- tion of the office-holders under the General
London papers, some of which are as late a& body ofa friendly trilie of islanders. An at
islaiive Council, and House of Assembly 1
Tie Government, for the purpose of Controlling
March 11, just one month from the date of
elections, ahd perpetuating povver in the
of the province ofNew Brunswick, in Gen-1
\ r<
i rr-kk- 1
tack had also been made upon another Brit
the latest previously received. It is very rare ish vessel, but they plundered the ship with
eral Assembly
Assembly convened
convened ::
I
nIe AdJutant General of Ohio has issued hands which have now possession of it. The
era!
that we have occasion to record at once the out killing any of the crew. These facts have May at please Your Majesty—
! S6«81’»1 orders to the militia of the Northera Government has been administered, in many
events of so long an interval. Those which come to the knowledge
D_________
_______of!. We,
loyal subWe, Your
Your Majesty
Majesty’’ss faithful
faithful and
and loyal
sub- ! 5““^ * pr?areTor a crontflictfa Frotn the particulars, with an eye to this object only.
of the Governor
have happened, though not of very striking Van Dieman’s ILand, he . had despatched a
the Legislative Council and Assembly '
oft the Executive of To such an extent has this evil already arrivinterest to the American reader, are yet of body of troops to New Zealand, as was fully i op Mie Province ofNew Brunswick, feeling kJ*
1118 P!°”a{de d,at an attempt will ied, as to induce an effort (unhappily not yet
considerable importance.—Boston Mv.
RxuAotprl.
r.cn
n>>11.i>inrr ♦these
Lnon j that the interests of this Province are docolv
mac a to anticipate any movement on the ¡successful) on the paft of the national legisla
expected, with tho
the intnnHAn
intention of
capturing
The question of the American Treaty had islands, especially as it was known that the I involved io the question now in disJute. be- !"?? °f •ti‘e
J?over"IDen1’,ake ture, to abridge the patfohage Of the Execu
not been brought forward in the French more civilized part of the population applied tween Your Majesty and the United States of
• °f he dlsP"ted Gael before any tive. If this be not done, our Representative
Chamber of Deputies, and the subject stood to be placed under the protection of the Atnerica, relating ’to the Boundary between
* .m«as"re can be interposed, Government will be the laughing stock of na
precisely as at the date of the last accounts. British Government. Should this be effected, the British Territories in North Atnerica and ; «¡h
.M,’ree“ber..a'de tions. It is not doubted at the present day,
A Paris paper of Feb. 26, speaking of the la the trade between New Zealand and the the said United States, are induced to address : will propel the parties to a collision which that the idea Of,the Convention about to be
bors of the committee on the subject, remarks
colonies of Van Dieman’s. Land and New Your Majesty upon this subject with senti ! will endanger the public peace. Michigan held at Baltimore, to nominate a Presidential
that it was expected that the report would South Wales would be greatly increased.
; will act on the defensive, it is. true, against a candidate, originated in this city ; that if will
ments of unshaken attachment to Your:
be ready in a fortnight. -Some important
i powerful.foe, but if hostilities should actually be the wòrk of thé office holders, and, when
Majesty
’
s
Person
And
Government.
I
PARIS, FEB. 26.
changes in the French Ministry were expected
Deeply impressed with a sense of Your ; commence, ahey will be soon stayed by the it has got together, will speak their sentiments
A number of documents, in addition 5to
to take place, after the American question was
Majesty
’s constant wishes to promote the j- General Government.”
only. It is equally notorious, that, under the
those previously distributed to all the depu
decided.
Thè Advertiser contains a letter from the
prosperity
of uh .parts of Your extended
Em-1
—r- —
— Delegate of the Territory in Congress, .Mr. spoils system, the sentiment of the body of
The British Parliament met on the 19th of ties, have been demanded by the members.of •,
office-holders ( we speak not of all, but of the
on the Bill' relative to
confidence in
February.
r euruary. In
in the House of
ot Commons, Lord the committee
■............
lu the
*"» A-have
1
„.the
„ fullest
:
.......the
. Lyon,
uvon, in which iris intimated that the Pres- great majority,) is but the reflection of the
Egerton nominated Charles Manners Sutton,
““•* havo l,ee‘> «econlingly I “*» Government; ------ has
|)a3expressed his determination to sup
will of him, the breath of whose nostrils they
and made a speech of a half an hour, setting
them. These papers have been I
"““““?
■‘"‘¿Pre- port
port Mid
Michigan in retaining the territory.
are. All this is as well known as it is that
forth bis long services and high talents. Sir s<’P°™'f’|y »nd sertipntoitsly examined, and s '
'P1®«"’? °* ‘bose ot Your North [ Th#
,
I he o
Ohio
State Journal admits the correct- Martin Van Buren is the citizen whom
Charles
Bunnell seconded
seconded the
Mr. I '1,re sald 10 h‘"'B 'hrown considerable light on
trm«r i
,h? “‘“»“»“t otj nessofa
Charles Bunnell
the motion.
motion. ___
ness of a statement contained in another Ohio the will of the President of the United
Dennison then
then nominated
nominated the
the right
rio-ht honorahonn™. the
tb.e question, as far as regards the importance 1 W.
8 “W'«
‘leave
Ponani
queation,
I uaner. cm
Dennison
beg
m
o
3t
|
)Um
bly to
to represent,
represent l&'j
'¡ol’,"‘di‘,d"S
»Ilegmioa ofthe De- fetates has designated as his successor.
But
We
beg
leave
most
humbly
Gov Lu- we confess We did not expect to find the Pres
Abercrornby, which was seconded of the debt due by France. It appears, how- that e speedy. 9elt|ell,ent thereof is eLnestiy i 21 dtel nn i
by Mr. Old, both of whom spoke at length. ?ver.‘but >hey have not modified the opiii- tn. ka
.n
.t
■
.
y cas. does not intend to make any military ident himself taking the field, and in perso»
•GSt. 1
. . 1
n«
‘
®
. lOllSnf tha
nFiko
...l.t 1.
Sir Charles Maimers Sutton then addressed ions of the majority of the committee, which to be desired as well tor the quiet and wel’ preparations in order to execute the law.
leading on his followers to the conflict for the
fare of the inhabitants of those parts of Your
are
still
in
favor
of
the
grant
of
the
tweutythe House in
defence,, auu
and spoke
several /•
iii his
iiJO uciciilt
eounu several
....
; p-----succession to his honors and powers. We
Majesty’s Possessions which are claimed by
hours : the debates fill many columns in the | , e milllons demanded
by
---------------- r
J- the United
v . ...-v... States,
The
Rumor
—
There
appears
to
be
very
find, however, that the official paper of yes
. the United States, as for the general benefit
London papers. The vote was then taken, j but it most also be recollected that eight of
■ little doubt, in the public mind, of the truth
terday recognizes thè authenticity of the sub
’! the nine Commissioners appointed to ex
exam- and advancement of this Province.
and tiie result was as follows—
of the riunor mentioned by us a day or two joined letter from the President, by transfer
And as in duty bound will ever pray, &c.
316 i ’ne
Dill» had before their election
----------- adv
-„loca
For Abercromby
ago, that Mr. Amos Kendall is to be placed
We ask for it,
306
md
ted its nor«
pure nnsl
and «imr»rlnntiAn
simple adoption.
For Sutton
His Majesty sloyal subjects in the Province, at the head of the Post Office Department, ring the letter to its columns.
The most important among the documents of New BrunsWj-'k, are iriuch more attentive rhe Official paper here does not deny, Kud therefore, the attention of every reader who
which have been communicated to the com to the interests ot his Majesty, than was the the Administration paper at Baltimore virtu yei rctewML any respect for independence of
Majority
jo
opinion, or freedom of action. After he haS
On Tuesday, the 23d, the King.delivered mittee, will be printed and annexed to the re Senate ot Maine to the interests of their Re ally admits its truth. The National Gazette read it, we ask what he thinks of this attempt,
his speech to Parliament in person. Immedi port, and the remainder will be deposited at publican fellow citizens.—See, for example, says, “ from the article in the Baltimore Re on the part of the executive, to over-awe the
ately after, Lord Landon moved the usual the office of the questors, where they may be the address above, and remember the resolu publican, a principal Jackson paper, we in opinion of his fellow citizens, and to frown
address, approving of the appointment of the ! examined by all the Deputies till after the tions to which the State Senate gave the go fer that there is too much foundation for the down every attempt to resist the nomination
It, is stated
that a number
new ministers. Lord Morpeth moved a Iood- |.vote,
I
, onrA the Bill.
.
.
------- by. There is no loyalty half so slavish as that rumor.”
of
office-holders’1 Convention, by repre
amendment, condemning the conduct of the
. J)eP'nies» and particularly the Duke of of a bigoted partisan, reckless of the pub
The arrangement, however, will not take
king in dissolving the old and forming the i *<JIZJanies and
Berry er, are in possession lic good, and greedy only for his own and his place, it is said, until the Virginia elections senting it as “ assailing the virtue of the peo
ple !” and “ opposing their right to govern !”
en- !- °* SOine remarkable documents not known to party’s.—Port. Adv.
new ministry. A most animated debate enare over. The effect of such an appointment
-isued, which lasted three days, in which all ’ a e c^,nr.‘dttee’ ^ut wh‘ch will be brought
GEN. JACKSON’S LETTER.
on public feeling is naturally dreaded by
'*
forward in the course of the discussion on
Natchez, March 6.—The steamer Henry those who promote it, and we have the best [From the Nashville Republican, March 17. J
the
distinguished members took part.
Mr. Peel spoke at great length in defence the bill. The report is expected to be ready Clay, passed down a few days ago, with fifty reason to know that some ofthe President’s
WASHINGTON FEB. 23, 1835.
of his conduct. On taking the vote, the Min in a fortnight.
My. Rev. Sir : 1 observe in the Nashville
tons of camion balls for New Orleans. One sincerest, and his disinterested friends, view
A
thens
,
Jan.
21,
1835,
—
The
latest
intel

Republican of the 10th instant, an article
isters were again defeated,as follows:—
hundred large cannon have been ordered at it with repugnance and apprehension.
ligence received from the Morea represents Pittsburg also, for New Orleans. The Major
For the amendment
309
The Alexandria Gazette says, that if the, headed “ General Jackson’s Preference,”
that peninsula to be in a very disturbed state; General of the northern Division, has receiv appointment take place, “ we unhesitatinglyr which I think it my duty to notice.
For the address
302
and it Appears that in the districts of Messina, ed .ordqrs to inspect the several fortifications affirm our opinion to be > that it is made in!
All my friends know, that, since I have
which were last year the scene of civil dis within his command.
Majority against Ministers
7
order that the ‘ right arm of Government’> been in the Executive Chair,I have carefully
The division in the House being so nearly cord, discontent is most openly manifested.
may be wielded effectually and unscrupu abstained from an interference with the elec
equal and there being so large a majority in
Obituary—Charles Pinkney, Esq., the ju lously in the aid ofthe election of Mr. Van tive franchise ; and have invariably acted up
SPAIN.
favor of Ministers in the House of Lords, the
nior Editor of this paper, departed this life, Buren as President of the United States. Mr. on the principle, that to the people belonged
By an arrival at New York, Havana papers on Thursday evening, very suddenly, in the Kendall is not the man to hesitate at the the exercise of this sacred right,—uninfluen
Tory Ministers had not manifested any in
tention of resigning. The Morning Chroni to the 14th uIt are received.
39th year ot his age. Mr. Pinkney was the means to be used to effect.a given end. The ced by any considerations but those which
Madrid, Feb. 4. On the 28th of January, son of the late Hon. William Pinkney, of Post Office Department, bad enough already, related to the public good. And yet the Ed
cle of March 3, remarks :—
From what has occurred during the last ? Col. Album gained a complete, victory over | Maryland, and inherited the enlarged views, will, under Mr. Kendall’s management, be, itor of this paper, professing to entertain great
week, both in and out of parliament, it is i the faction of Villalobos in Castile, composed j and chivalrous spirit of his father. He pos- perhaps, the greatest ‘ electioneering ma respect for my character, undertakes to con
_ , .....................
manifest that the present . Ministers
have 1V
re-_ ) ot 220 horsemen, leaving 51 of the rebels kill- : sessed a mind ennobled by every virtue that chine’ ever built up and earned on under nect me personally with an attempt to divide
SClIvpd
solved nn
on mnintaininn
maintaining’ thaï**
their seats against ♦.!.
the„ ! ei^’ ainQPg whom were a captain and several ; adorns the man, and his cultivated talents has any government in the world.”—Nat. Int.
the great body of Republicans in the choice
declared will of the Commons, as well as of ot^er. officers.’ Forty-six horsemen and a shed a lustre on the diplomatic character of
which they are to make ofa President : and
[From the Portland Advertiser.]
quantity of baggage fell into the hands of the ! our country, by his intense labors for her
the people, of these kingdoms.
by way of giving effect to his insinuation, apvictors.:
_____ _ As a husband, he was kind and afj peals in the language of my bitterest enemies,
| abroad.
PROSCRIPTION REVIVED.
LONDON, MARCH 5.
The following intellige7cTfrom
Tevanthas "7?? (r°m Castde that 5000 rnen had I ^clionate
The Argus states that the Post Master Of j here and elsewhere, to the independence of the
- 1 ; as a friend, sincere, ardent and
been brought by a vessel which left Alexan- ! J}l,ved at Ealahorra, and proceeded towards faithful ; as a citizen, high-minded, liberal Gardiner, Seth Gay, Esq. resigned. As usual people as a shield against “ my dictation,”
dria on the 23d of January, and has just arri- I Na2^re’ k? re,aporc® fbe troops of the queen. and sensitive, for his country’s glory. He the Argus is in the wrong. He was turned which he supposes may be attempted. Eve
Ved in France, after touching at Malta “As I . . 0R!A': ”an;
, The curate Merino is in has gone ! and leaves an affectionate wife, out—proscribed for opinion’s sake—in oppo ry one must see that the professions of the
soon as the departure of the English squad- I, ”S, nelKhhorhooil with 150 cavalry, and yes- and a numerous circle of relatives and friends sition to many of the Jackson party in Gar Editor in that article are made to take the
ron was.known at Constantinople, three^us-; “a' v Hoi 'rnMMyOr’ ?f Vldderrueda to regret his early sacrifice to the tomb. Re- diner, who pressed his continuance in office, form of friendship, in order that he may more
sian ships of war passed the Dardanelles, and ! &
ValdCirodilla, because they forwarded quiescat in pace.—Washington Sun.
in preference to the appointment that was successfully carry out his purpose of oppo
this
have, it is said, cast anchor at Mytilene. A 1I' communications »»to the commandant at iuu
made. Mr. Palmer, a Jacksonman (ofcourse) sing the great Republican principles which I
fourth ship, which left the straits at the same ! place. To-day a corps of 400 infantry and
Ohio Boundary Line.—The Legislature of vvas appointed to take his place. This is the have endeavored to advance as President of
the United States :—and one of which, not to
first achievement of Mr. Senator Ruggles
time, is gone to take up her station at Tene- i' 100 cavalry has gone in pursuit, headed by
‘” *
and when the Argus states that Mr. Gay re say the most important, is the necessity of
dos. The Admiral at Malta has sent notice i¡the military commandant.
of these movements to London. On the 28th I so fortunate as to come up with the msur- | possible to reSUrvev and mark the line known signed, the Argus knows better, for F. Ò. J. looking above persons, in any exigency
them, 'as Harris’ line, which Ohio claims as her Smith was instrumental in making the re which threatens the ascendency of those
of Jan. the squadron of Josias Rowley, had i. gents, no doubt they will exterminate them.
been several days at Malta. The retreat of,
Northern boundary. Gen. Patterson, of Ad moval. This removal, made before Mr. Ev- principles. All my friends must perceive,
INTERESTING FROM PERU.
my cis
preference,
as far
the English squadron is attributed to a prom
-----sistent,
|j1Giciuni;v,
ini
ams ; Gen. Taylor, of Newark ; and Mr. Seely, ans left Washington, was carefiilly concealed !that io be- eon
.........................
to be for him
ise hiade by Russia to the Porte, to relieve it [Correspondence of the Commercial Advertiser,] of the Western Reserve, have been appoint from him by Ruggles and Smith, till after Mr. I a.s men are concerned,’ ought
from the importunate presence of the En
ed cortimissionerg, and the Governor will ac Evans left. Thus do the cowardly advocates thatt is most likely to be the choice of the
Callao, January 6, 1835.
great body of Republicans : and yet, if this
of proscription work in the dark. ’
company them.
glish—a promise, the fulfilment of which is
There has been sad work fere since the
be Judge White, the
due to the good will of the Wellington Min
Another
.'
—
Edward
Little,
Esq.
Post
Mas

31st of December. The troops in the forts
Editor of the Republican is ready to cry out
istry.”
ter
at
Danville,
(Goff
’
s
corner,)
has.alsp
been
Death
of
a
family.
—
the
short
space
of
broke out into Open rebellion in favor of Gen.
J
DEATH OF THE EMPEROR OF AUS Lafuente, who with his family, was on ! five days, from the 13th to the 22d ultimo, proscribed for opinion’s sake, and James “ Dictation.^
Under sqch circumstances, seeing also that
Goff, Esq. (Jacksohman of course,) appointed
TRIA.
(both
days
included,)
no
less
than
five
adult
board the Ik States ship Fairfield, and was!
there are various misrepresentations of my
The Moniteurof March 7th, contains a tel the candidate for the Presidency of Lima. „members
Hixon, Post Master in his stead.
r ciof the
» mfamily
*• of Mr,. Thomas
views on this subject, I commit this letter to
egraphic despatch from the French Charge The soldiers were to a man in ««or of him.
r'01
“wnship, Crawford
your discretion, in order that you may do me
d’Affaires at Vienna, stating that the Empe He had been formerly banished from the COU, y’ hl>'’e be<’.n suddenIi>’ hurried to a preThe bill to suppress gambling houses in justice.
ror of Austria died suddenly at one o’clock in country-----but had,
.
mature
grave,
by
the
Influenza
or
Cold
mature
grave,
by
the
Influenza
or
Cold
New
Orleans,
which
had
previously
passed
in the above manner,
You are at liberty to say, on all occasions,
the morning of the 3d inst. He was in his ! returned before his time. On
morning
C._ the ___
,.„.e -Magüe’asiti^^equen^ called! They were the Senate of Louisiana, received the unani that, regarding the People as the true source
67th year, and had been Emperor, first of of the 1st, a number of thee soldiers
s»Uied
f^xon
and
of
their
soldiers sallied!
Germany and then of Austria, since 1804. He I from the fort, and rushing down to the Mole I children, Thomas, William and Sally. Three mous sanction of the lower house on the of political power, I am always ready to bow
will and to their judgment : that, disis succeeded by ^lis son Ferdinand, now 42 ! where the boats landed, fired into every j more of the family were sick when our infor- 12th ult. and has become a law. One of 10
years of age. This event, it is probable, will 1 boat they could reach. Lieut. Drummond mant passed there a few days ago—a son, the enactments provides that the owners or caidmg all personal preferences, I consider
the true policy of the friends of republican
cause a great change in the future policy of of His Brittanic Majesty’s ship Satellite, re daughter and grand-daughter—the latter not immediate occupants of Imuses in which
the empire, as the present emperor is said to ceived a musket ball in bis knee, which ren expected to recover. One oftheir neighbors, gambling is detected are liable to the penal principles to send delegates, fresh from the
People^ to a General Convention, for the pur
entertain a strong dislike against Prince Met dered amputation of the limb necessary. A Mrs. Rose, also died about the same time.
ties of the law, viz: a fine of from one to pose of selecting candidates for the Presiden- '
ternich.
P.
S.
—
Since
the
above
was
in
type,
we
five thousand dollars for the first offence ; cy and Vice Presidency ; and, that to impeach
Capt. Debroth, of one of the American vessels,
march 10.
recei ved a ball in the arm, and had one of his have learnt that another member of the same from ten to fifteen thousand tor the second that selection before it is made, or to resist it
Our fleet has suddenly been recalled from men killed in his boat. Men, women and family, Mr. Samuel Hixon, aged about 39
Malta, to resume its station off the mouth of children, ail confusedly retired on board the years, died on the 26th ultimo, ofthe same and confinement in the penitentiary from mien it is fairly made, as an emanation of
the Dardanelles, in consequence of fresh dis shipping for protection. The soldiers had epidemic that carried off his father and moth one to five years, at the discretion of the Executive power, is to assail the virtue of the
People,, and, in effect> to oppose their right to
Court.
;
turbances at Constantinople fermented by previously confined the officers in the fort, er, two brothers and a sister.
govern.
In
order
to
make
up
the
deficiency
in
Russia. A Russian fleet is reported to have before they commenced. During the day,
Little Rock Gazetie.
I send the paper containing the article I
sailed through, that is, have forced the Bos there were several cannon, and some musket
the revenue arising from the abolition of the
re
u
,aff(fare‘ifuest you to show this letter
phorus.
Temperance in Worcester—The taverns, gambling houses, a bill has been introduced
ry fired from the fort upon the town ; and in
to the Editor, in order that he may no longer
march 11.
the evening there were many volleys of small with thé exception of the Temperance House, into the legislature providing’for the imposi misrepresent me. Acknowledge the receipt
A petition from Lower Canada, presented arms.
kept by Mr. Porter, were all closed at Wor tion of’ a tax on all passengers arriving at or of this letter.
last night by Mr. Moebuck, gave rise to a long
We, with the rest of the shipping, lay close cester, on Wednesday last—as will be seen leaving New Orleans in ships or steam
I am, in haste, your friend,
debate. It was stated by Ministers that a Com to the fort, and immediately under the- heavy by the following extracts of a letter, from a
boats.
ANDREW JACKSON,
missioner had been sent to that Colony with cannon ; but, supposing they would not gentleman in that place :
rhe Rev. James Gwin, Nashville, Tenn.
r We observe in a New Orleans paper ofa
very ample powers, and it was hoped that it attempt to fire upon the shipping, we had re
“ Worcester, April fid, 1835.
later date that a public dinner was to be giv
would be successful in effecting a reconcilia tired about 9 o’clock, ordering the watch on
i( Some excitement was produced here
Halibut.—This delicioqs fish have been
tion between the colonists and the mother the deck to call us, if they commenced firing
en
to Judge Moore, one of the Senators, as
yesterday morning by the tavern keepers tak
driven upon the eastern coast in superabund
country.
a
testimony
of,
the
sense
in
which
his
ef

the great guns. I lay for some time bearing ing down their signs and closing their doors
ant quantities during* the past week by the
The motion of the Marquess of Chandos |-V*
t
»-’>4 z-l lr..vk
:___ _
» ■
•»
■
- J?)
minute
discharges
of musketry
: and,
about
10,
1 »gainst travellers.
u
There are no less than forts for the suppression of gambling are strong easterly winds. The small boats fromr
for a repeal of the Malt Tax has been lost by Wils Startled LID bv the whistljno? nfa rnnnnn I .......
was startled up by
whistling ofa cannon fburiftEn niiihl'i/' hr>
viewed by the people of that city.
Portsmouth brought in eighty of those sturdy
a majority of 350 to 192, or 158. The num - i ball, which passed us and struck a boat along fourteen public houses in this town, only one
fellows in one day from the briny deep, some
her of members present—542—is greater than side of the ship Ann Mason, which lay exact of which, Porter’s Temperance House, is now
open for the reception of travellers.
Saluting ai} Barthquake.^ThQ New of them weighing 300 lbs. each. Those in
we anticipated.
ly astern of us.
Another struck the brig
“ Mr. Porter succeeded in accommodating York Journal of Commerce says,:—We prime order when cut across, show in their
Ministers are,indebted for their victory to Tweed of Baltimore, aqd went through her
all travellers in stages, &c. last night, to the mentioned a day or two since, that an earth flesh (if fish can be called flesh) all the col
the Reformers rather than to the Tories
larboard bow, close to the water’s edge. An
through we are aware that many pledges giv other struck the ship Oneida of New York, number of about 150, a great many citizens quake was felt at Omoa, (Central America,; ors of the rainbow^ and are retailed in Ports
en by Tory members at the late election have or N. Bedford, (Capt Huddlestone,) on the throwing open their houses on the occasion on the 22d and 23d of January. It was mouth at two cents the pound.—Centmel.
been violated.
It is no justification of their larboard quarter, stove his quarter boat, and for his convenience.—To-day every thing is occasioned, as we learn, from the Boston
quiet, and there is reason to believe that new
Small Pox.—This loathsome disease exists
conduct that five millions off taxes cannot be rail, and lodged on deck.
accommodations
will.be furn ished to the per Transcript, by an eruption of a mountain to a considerable extent in New Orleans. We
spared—that the Malt Tax is collected at less
The whole fleet of English and American manent injury of the old taverns.”
east of Omoa—-supposed to be the Congre- understand it had also shown itself at South
charge than any other, not more than £150,- ships, & almost all the others slipt their moor
hoy. The noise wa^ like the sound of dis Reading, Mass., the last weëk, in two individ
000—that the finances would really benefit ings and stood out to sea to be out of the
The Board of Aidermen of the city of tant cannon, and continued 18 hours. It uals. The physicians are meeting the dan
little by the repeal—and that we must substi
reach of the guns. The Limearis soon ar
tute a property tax or break, faith with the rived and attacked the fort. The mutineers Washington have unanimously passed a res was heard at the Belieze, Honduras, 200 ger promptly, by vaccination.
olution, declaring that in the opinion ofthe
public creditor.
Boston Medicali Surgical Journal.
maintained a straggling & unsteady firing un two boards, every individual concerned in miles distant, and was qnswered by a salute
ft is reported that the Emperor of Austria til the morning—when about 10 o’clock the contriving the false and nefarious charge a- from the fort, supposing it to proceed from
We observe that the small pox exists in
The, following gainst Gov. Poindexter, ought to be held up a man-of-war outside the Keys.
has given a virtual pledge of his intention to assailants got possession.
several towns both in New Hampshire and
pursue the same course of politics which had morning ten of the conspirators were shot,! not only to pjjblic odium and scorn, but to
Mass. Efficient measures have been adopt
been chalked out under the administration of and order restored.—Gen. Salaverry’s brave the execration, of every virtuous member in
It is stated in the Richmond Whig that P.
the late Emperor, by confirming the appoint and resolute conduct is entitled to great the community. President Jackson, of course, P. Barbour and John M. Patton have both ed to prevent its spread.
ments of M etternich and of the leading Min praise—in retaking the fort so speedily, for is included in the vote.—The Common Coun come out in favor of Judge White, and in
A short time since, a gentleman in Man
there can be no doubt that in a day or so the cil, also, by a voteiof 12 to 2, adopted a reso opposition to Mr. Van Buren.
isterial and diplomatic functionaries. °
chester, England, dreaming that bis bed-room
mutineers would have delivered them up to ' lution^, declaring, as the opinion of the board,
Capture of a British vessel, and massacre of
was entered by assassins, who were about to
officers capable of retaining them. The mu- 1
the crew by Ndw Zealanders—The latest ac tiny was probably occasioned by a hope of that Charles L. Coltmap, a member thereof,
At a Circuit Court, now in session for this despatch him, jumped out of the window,
has
not,
(so
far
as
he
is
concerned
in
the
acounts from Van Dieman’s Land state that pay, as they expected that General Lafuente I
county, a bill of indictment has been found and was found up to his chin in a water butt
matter,) acted in accordance with those
the particulars of the capture of the Harriet would have instantly taken possession of the bove
|principles of honor, by which each and every against Richard Lawrence, for an assault up crymg » murder.”
Capt. Guard, and the massacre of twelve of
on Gen. Jackson, with intent to kill. This
castles which they offered him.—This affair 1
her crew by the New Zealanders, had crea will frighten our friends in the interior, and representative of the people ought to be actu day week has been fixed upon as the day for
On Thursday last a public dinner was giv
ated.
ted a great sensation in the colony. The ves depress the market for some months.
trial of the indictment.—.Vat Int., .April 3.
en the Hon. Edward Kavanagh by the citi
sel went on shore, and the crew landed, hav
Ships in port. Ann Mason, Oneida, Susan,
A Sign in Pennsylvania—'The election for
Installation—
On Thursday,
Thursday, 2d
2d inst.
inst. Rev.
Rev. zens of Nobleborough and vicinity.
ing savt d ammunition and several muskets.
Installation.
—On
Hanover ; barques Pearl, E. A. ; brigs Se
About 240 natives, with tomahawks, attacked
t2
Wn
on
u
Cer
?
’
&c
-.
to
1
ok
P[
acè
în
Harrisburg
on
!
J.
W.
Chickering
was
installed
over
the
high
Tweed, Erie, &c. &c.; sloops Fairfield,
Hon. Nathaniel Groton has been appointed
Gapt. Guard and his men, and killed several, rene,
nr TVu uJt',and the Van Buren ticket was 1 street Society in Portland. Sermon by Rev.
Vincennes, and frigate Brandywine.
Judge of Probate for Lincoln County in place
‘defeated by a large majority.
1 N. Adams, of Boston.
of Judge Bailey, ejected to Congress.
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Mr. UJhiirchiii was left to the necessity ot^
Cid. at New {Orleans, 13th tdt. barque dom. I
üh
At a Court of Probate liolden at kenneiuhfi
vindicating his character before a legal tri
within and for the County of York, on thè
ATE
NOTICES.
bunal.
SATURDAY, APRIL 11, 1835
The case dame on for trial, before the Healy, Providence. ToWed to sea, barque Corn. Alp Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with first Monday in April, in the year bf bur
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty five, by.
Morris, and brig Mexico, for Boston.
in and for the county of York, on thefirst
City Election In Portland.—The annu Common Pleas Court on Thursday rooming
the Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of
Off the Wight, 25th Feb. Plato, Wish, PHilalast, Judge Whitman on the bench; Fessen
Monday in April, in the year of our Lord
said Court :
al meetings for the choice of Mayor, Alder
delphiai
den and Deblbis for the Plaintiff and G. W.
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon
N the petition of Samuel Allen and/
men, Councilmenps&c. &c. were held in the Pierce for the defendant.
orable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
Mary Allen, formerly Mary Johnson,
We were uhable to attend to hear the trial
several wards in the city of Portland bn Tues
Court:
FRESH GOODS.
administrators of the estate of Rufus Johnson,
rind
therefore
can
only
give
the
reSult
of
it.
OSIAH GILMAN, executor of the last late of Wells, in said county, deceased, repre
day last. The whigs wëre completely trium
We understand there Was not during the
H'lLLLIJI HWB
will of Mary Sayward, late of York, id senting that the personal estate of said de
phant. Levi Cutter was supported by the Whole trial the least particle of evidence to T"|~AS just received his supply of Spring
said county, widow, deceased, having pre

whigs for the office of Mayor and received cast suspicion upon the character of Mr. -mJsL and Summer Goods, consisting of a sented his second account of administration ceased is not sufficient.tb pay the*just debts'
which
he owed at the time of his death by
! 964 votes—Mark Harris was the Jackson can Churchill. One old man, to be Sure, testi general assortment of English, French, Do of the estate of said deceased, for allowance :
the shin of one hundred arid four dollars anct
fied
that
he
sent
a
few
barrels
of
potatoes
in
mestic
and
West
India
Goods,
all
of
which
ORDERED,—That the said executor give
didate and received 558 votes. Majority fdf
the said vessel and that he had never receiv are offered for sale on the most reasonable notibe to all persons interested, by causing a seven cents, and praying for a license to sell
and con vey so much of thè real estate óf said
Cutter 406. Six Aidermen were elected (all ed any thing for them; But he presently had terms.
copy Of this order to be published thi’ee wefiks deceased as may be necessary for the pay
whigs)—in the 7th Ward, no choice of Aider to swallow his own words, for Mr. Churchill
Kennebunk, April 10, 1835.
successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, print ment of said debts and incidental charges :
man was effected. 19 Common Council-meh was fortunatd enough to have preserved the
ed at Kennebunk, in said county, that they
ORDERED—'that the petitioners give no
NEW GOODS.
may appear at a Probate Court to be held tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
I (18 whigs and 1 Jackhonman,) were chosen receipt which he had received from this man
when he paid him. iDhe receipt was pro
at
York,
in
said
county,
on
the
first
Monday
tiST
received,
a
general
assortment
of
to all persons interested in said estate, by
—in the 7th Ward there are two vacancies. duced in court, the old tnan acknowledged it
NEW GOODS, which will be sold on m xMay next, at ten of the clock in the fore causing a copy of this order to be pub
The Whig candidates for Wardens and Clerks to be genuine, but said he had forgotten it.
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, lished in the Kennebunk Gazette/prihted id
reasonable terms.
were elected in every ward of the city.
The cause was given to the Jury abont ten
why the said account should not be allowed. Kentìebunk, in said county,- thfee weeks suc
ISAAC FURBISH.
o’clock yesterday forenoon, [Friday] find they
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Kennebunk, April 11.
cessively, that they may appear at a Probate
Rhode Island.—The State election in came into cobrt at four o’clock in the after
A true copyAttest,
Court to be Holden at York, in said county/,
noon
with
a
verdict
of
GUILTY
;
and
ren

Wm. CutteK Allen, Register.
Rhode Island occurs on Wednesday next.
on the first Monday in May next, at ten of}
April 11.
dered damages at seven hundred andfifty dol
-d
MILLER & HALL.
! N. R. Knight, late a United States Senator, lars.
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
April 9, 1835.
is the whig candidate fdr Governor. The
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, any they have} why the prayer said petition
Though the damages assessed are small,
should not be granted.
within andfor the County of York, on thefirst
¡election of a U. S. Senator in place of Mr. yet when it is considered how exceedingly
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
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the
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! Knight, whose term of service expired on the
A true copy—Attest,
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the
growing out of political contests, the result
ling-house,
with
good
outWm. Cutter Allenì Register.
!4th of last month, devolves on the next Le
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
is sufficient to remove in the public mind
April 11.
1 buildings and garden, convenient
gislature, members of both branches of which every stain from the character of .Mr. Chur- ________ ■ for a family, in a central part of
of said Court:
i are to be chosen on Wednesday. The elec chill which these vile slanders were intended the town,
ATHAN D. APPLETON, named Exec
TEN CENTS REWARD^utor in a certain instrument purporting
Also, A store, within a few rods of the
tion is, therefore, one of more than ordinary to fasten upon it. But while it removes the
IIOIAN AWAY from the sub-;
to be the last will and testament of Richard
interest and importance. The Jaeksonmen stain from his character, must it not fix a same. For further particulars enquire of
MA scriber, on Sunday the 19th
Bean, late of Warerborough, in said county,
dark and indelible stain upon the character
WILLIAM W. WISE.
• are making unwearied efforts to gain ¿he as- of him who originated and circulated the
of October last, an indented Ap
yeoman, deceased, having presented the same
Kennebunk, April 11, 1835.
prentice to the Printing business,
for probate :
: cendency and, it is asserted, are aided by con slanders ?—And let it be remembered that
by the name of HORACE KIM
ORDERED—That the said executor
siderable sums of money, forwarded by the the person from whom Col. Stone avows he
BALL. Said Runaway is now
WEDES and English Iron suitable for give notice to all persons interested, by caus
nearly 18 years of age, light com
party in the city of New York. The pros received them, is F. O. J. Smith, the oppo
sing candidate to Mr. Churchill when the
ing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
three
wheel tire, for sale by the subscriber.
plexion, dark eyes. Took with
pects of the whigs are represented as extreme slanders were circulated.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga him several articles of clothing to which he had
WM. LORD.
ly encouraging.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may no legal right. The above reward will be paid
We understand Col. Stone has appealed
April 11,1835.
the case to. the Supreme Court.
appear at a Probate Court to be held at to any person, who will secure the said Hor
Connecticut.—It is quite probable that
York, in said county, on the first Monday of ace Kimball in any Gaol arid give information
SCHOOL NOTICE
In the House of Commons, on thé 3d of
. JACKSON’S LETTER.
the Jackson party succeeded in electing most
ISTRICT No. 5. The two Female May next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, so that he may ba brought to justice, and all rea
sonable charges paid. He is Supposed to be
Nashville Republican, March. 17.J • of their candidates for State officers and March, Sir R. Peel, in reply to an inquiry of
Schools in this District will commence and shew cause, if any they have, why the sculking about Boston or its vicinity.
said
instrument, should not be proved, ap
Mr. Robinson, stated, that the British Gov
on
Monday
next,
13th
inst.
None
will
be
WASHINGTON FEB. 23, 1835.
All persona are forbid harbouring, trusting or
r members of Congress, at the general election, ernment had assented to a proposition, made
admitted over nine years of age, or any who prove^ and allowed, as the last will and testa employing said Runaway, as they would avoid
Sir : 1 observe in the Nashville
•
on
Monday
last.
We
have
seen
returns
from
ment
of
the
skid
deceased.
by
that
of
the
United
States,
for
a
new
survey
have attended the Man’s School.
i ^of the 10th instant, an article
the penalties of the law, being determined to
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
JAMES HUBBARD, Agent.
proaecuta any person krioWri to employ him.
General Jackson’s Preference” • only 27 towns, in which the Jackson gain of the Northeastern boundary line. Great
A
true
copy
—
Attest.
Kennebunk, April 11.
JAMES K. REMICH.
nk it my duty to notice.
’
since last fall is considerably upwards of 1000. Britain had consented to abide by such a sur
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Kennebiink, March 19, 1835.
iiends know, that, since I have [The whig majority in this state at the last vey, provided that certain preliminary con
April
IL
Executive Chair, I have carefully ■ reneral election did not, we believe, exceed ditions should be agreed on. Sufficient time
had not elapsed, to receive from the United
rom an interference with the elecQUANTITY of Baltimore Howard At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, Within Remaining in thé Post Office at North-Ber
States a reply to the , last communication
ise ; and have invariably acted up- ¡three hundred. A letter dated Hartford, Monstreet Flour, for sale by WM. LORD.
andfor the county of York, on the hrst Mon
wick, Me. March 31, 1835.
iciple, that to the people belonged iay evening, published in the Boston Atlas, of the British Government. He believed,
Kennebunk, April 10.
however, that it was earnestly desired by both
day in April, in the year of our Lord, _
A B1 c- D- E- F. G.
e of this sacred right,—uninfluen- ¡says—“ So far as returns have been received
countries, that the matter should be amicably
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon- TTOHN APPLEBEE, Jr.
r., John Abbott,
~TEN CENTS REWARD. '• ourable
considerations but those which t looks as though the Tories had carried the adjusted.—Boston Pat.
WILLIAM A. P1AYES, Judge of kff Berwick,—SalomaC. B
—
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Brackett, Berwick,
he public good. And yet the Edsaid Court t
ANA WAY from the sub
>
State.
Possibly
Litchfield
and
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Saloma Baker, Berwick, Henry Bodwell, Mopaper, professing to entertain great
scriber,
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the
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March
athaniel
jefferds
,
guardian
of
[From
the
Barbadian,
Feb.
7.]
ses, Elisha or Reuben Bennet,—Eleazet
my character, undertakes to con- counties may save us.” The N. Y. Commer
inst., an indented apprentice by
Julia Ann Ross, a minor, and child of Chick, Berwick, William Chadbourn, 2,
We have ‘this morning received by Mail
rsonally with an attempt to divide cial Advertiser, says, in reference to the élec
James
M.
Ross,
late
of
Kennebunk,
in
said
the
name
of
G
ilbert
T.
W
eb
,
_
__________
,
James L. Cutts,—Alanson Dougherty,—Alvin
□dy of Republicans in the choice tion—“ From the apathy which seems to have boats, papers from the Colonies of Demarara,
ber. Said Gilbert is 19 years of [ county,
his firstt Emery, Berwick, Benjamin Ela,—Oliver F ur
- • deceased,- having
„ .presented
.
z are to make of a President : and i prevailed, we anticipate the success of rhe Tobago, Trinidad, Grenada and St. Vincent.
age, of light complexion, blue account of guardianship of his said ward for naid, 4, Abigail Furnald, John Furbish,—•
The apprenticed laborers seem to be acting
jiving effect to his insinuation, apeyes. Said boy has had no prov allowance :
George Getchel, Berwick, Joseph Gilpatrick.
language of my bitterest enemies, ) ories. Both the Representatives in Hartford, their parts well every where except in Dema ocation to be dissatisfied and has been led to
ORDERED—That the said guardian
H. J. M. P. R.
ewhere, to the independence of the ( lowever, were chosen yesterday before the rara.
the course he has pursued by an idle, restive, give notice to all persons interested, by caus
Ezra Hanson, Nathaniel Hooper, Berwicki
a shield against “ my dictation,” (boat left, and both are sound whigs.”
vagrant
disposition.
ing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
three
Col. Benjamin C. Howard of this city, and
John Huff; Berwick, Daniel Hodsdon, SalviLipposes may be attempted. EveAll ship owners and masters are forbid em weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga na Hatch, Olive Hardin, Berwick, John M.
Richard Rush, Esq. of Pennsylvania, have
ist see that the professions of the
O^/^William P. Walker, of Lenox, has been appointed Commissioners to settle the ploying him on board their vessels, and Tin zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, Hanson,
John Hammond,—George Johnson/
that article are made to take the Eieen nominated as a candidate for the office
boundary dispute between Ohio and Michi Plate Workers or any other persons whatever that they may appear at a Probate Court to be —P. P. Morrell, Berwick, John Manning/
ndship, in order that he may more
are
forbid
harboring,
trusting
or
employing
held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the Martha Manning, Berwick,—Isaiah F. Purin
gan. It has heed erroneously stated in some
carry out his purpose of oppo- i)f Lieutenant Governor of Massachusetts, by
of the papers that Mr. Rives was appointed him in any way or manner whatever, as they first Monday in August next, at ten of the ton, Berwick, Mary Perkins,—John Robinson/
at Republican principles which I i meeting of the Whig members of the Le- in conjunction with Mr. Rush.
would avoid the penalty of the law, as I am clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any Berwick.
cored to advance as President of i pslature of that State.
determined to prosecute any person known to they have, why the said account should not
Ball. Chronicle.
q. t. w.
States :—and one of which, not to
employ said runaway apprentice.
be allowed.
A. Shorey, Berwick, Amma Stewart, Mary
We have been favored by the publishers,
List important, is the necessity of
Attest,
W
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
AH
persons
are
forbid
harboring
nr
trusting
Stacy,—Reuben Twambly, Berwick, Eph
Bark A. J, Donaldson, wrecked some time
•ove persons, in any exigency Messrs. Colman & Chisholm of Portlandf
him oft my account, as I shall pay no debts .A true copy,—Attest,
raim Twambly, Eliza Tucker Berwick,—John
atens the ascendency of those with a copy of “ a Discourse [on the Atone since on Squam Beach, went to pieces on the of his contracting.
Wm. Cutter Allbn, Register.
II. Wentworth, Berwick, Ichabôd Went
night of the 29th ult. Her cargo has been all
April 11.
All my friends must perceive,
The above reward will be paid to any per
worth.—44.
saved.
consistent, my preference, as far ment] delivered at the Ordination of Rev.
son who will return said Runaway, but no
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with
concerned, ought to be for him Irnos D. Wheeler, over the first Church and
charges.
The independent Jackson men in Boston,
in
and
for
the
county
of
York,
on
the
first
st likely to be the choice of tho ’arish at Standish, (Me.) by Rev. Andrew
JESSE LARRABEE.
Monday of April, m the year of our Lord
)f Republicans : and yet, if this ?. Peabody, Pastor of the Soutn Church and it is said, have got up a petition to the PresiKennebunk-port, March 20, 1835.
dent/br
the
removal
of
all
officers
of
the
Gov

eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon. Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk,'
hould not be Judge White, the
¡society, Portsmouth, N. H.
ernment who are found interfering in elections.
March 31, 1835.
ill saws and grindstones
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
he Republican is ready to cry out
Even the little Jacksonians in Boston have
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
just received and for sale by
Court :
A dwelling-house belonging to Mr. Daniel seme of the Whig spirit left,—but how differ
WILLIAM LORD.
OSEPH LITTLEFIELD, 5th., named TO CLARK, Charles Cousins, Ivory Chad■h circumstances, seeing also that
Kennebunk, April 11.
Executor in a certain instrument pur -O • bourn, Shoris Cate, Humphrey Chad
trious misrepresentations of my jroodwin, in South Berwick, which had been ent is the case with the Custom House hew
ers
of
wood
and
drawers
of
water
here,
who
bourn,—Charles Day, Rufus' Day, Miss Eu
porting, to be the last will and testament of
s subject, I commit this letter to ecently moved, was blown over during the
suffer themselves to be nosed about, and led
NO TEC®.
Lydia Lif/Zt/ieZd, late of Wells, in said county, nice Dorman,—Benjamin Elwell,—Isaac Fur
ion, in order that you may do me rale on Sunday last, and broken to pieces.—
by the button hole, even to the ballot box.
HpHE Selectmen of the Town of Kenne- widow, deceased, having presented the same bish,—E. E. Gould, Miss Sally Grant, Miss
Portland Adv.
-®bunk, will receive proposals for the i for probate:
Mary Gubtail.
t liberty to say, on all occasions, Jamage about $200. About 50 feet of the
support of the Poor, for one year, until Wed
H. I. J. K. L. M.
ORDERED—That the said executor
ng the People as the true source Vail of the Salmon Falls Factory, which
Enoch Hardy, Stephen Hutchins, Miss
The Richmond Whig states that the Pres nesday, 15th inst. on which day they will be in give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ower, I am always ready to bow vas burnt last summer, was blown down the
ident offered to appoint Mr. Taney to the session at the Selectmen’s Office, for the pur ing a copy of this order to be published three Rebecca Hodskins,—John Jones,—Kenne
and to their judgment : that, dis- ame day.
Bench of the Supreme Court, since the ad pose of acting upon any applications which weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga bunk Gazette, Edmund Kassin, Charles W*
personal preferences, I consider
The
Penobscot
river
was
clear
of
ice
on
the
journment
of Congress, and after his virtual may be made, from 2 to 5 o’clock in the af zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may Kimball.—William Lord, G. & 1. Lord, Miss
Ircy of the friends of republican
rejection by the Senate. Mr. T. however, ternoon.
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Susan D. Lord, 2, Amos Lunt, Miss Olive
> send delegates, flesh from the th inst.
Proposals will be received until the same York, in said county, on the first Monday of Littlefield,—Mrs. Jane H. Moore, Miss Pris
had the prudence to refuse the offer.
General Convention, for the pur Fast day in Vermont, next Wednesday.
date for Medical attendance and Medicine for May next, at ten of the clock in tlie fore cilla Morrill.
ling candidates for the PresidenN. O. P. Q. R. S.
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
In consequence of the long continuance of the Poor for one year.
Presidency ; and, that to impeach Saco river is clear of ice.
NATH’L JEFFERDS, ) //Selectmen, Assess- tbe said instrument should not be proved, apMiss Harriet Osgood,—Proprietors of Ken
i before it is made, or to resist it A meeting of the “ Union Ministerial A?- severe Weather, hay has become very scarce JESSE TOWNE,
> ors fy Overseers proved and allowed, as the last will and testa nebunk Meeting-house,—John Robinson,—
and the cattle are literally dying for want.
fairly made, as an emanation of sciation
• - -”1 will
— - be - held
-- - in this village,
-- on
■
) of the Poor.
David Smith, 2, Joshua Smith, Jeremiah
ment of the said deceased.
It is said by good judges, that there will be EZRA PERKINS,
ower, is to assail the virtue of the
Kennebunk, April 3, 1835.
Smith, Mrs. Sarah Sterns.
'uesday,
21st.
Attest,
W
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
wanted
two
hundred
tons
of
hay
more
than
in effectj to oppose their right to
A true copy—Attest,
t: u. v. w. x. y. z.
there is now in the county of Washington,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
B. H. Tripp, Ervin Tripp, Mrs. Olive
and its vincinity, to keep the stock alive—and
[From the Portland Courier.]
paper containing the article I
April
11.
WattL—39.
N Wednesday morning last, on the road
d request you to show this letter ’RIAL FOR DEFAMATION OF CHAR if there is not a large quantity brought here
JAMES OSBORN, Jr. P. M.
leading from Kennebunk to Saco, a
from the westward, great numbers of the cat
ACTER.
r, in order that he inay no longer1
At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
Bead Work-Bag, containing about twelve
t me. Acknowledge the receipt Our readers doubtless well recollect the tle must perish.—Eastport Sentinel.
within and for the County of York, on the
dollars in money ; a handkerchief, marked
xcitement of the electioneering campaign for
L.ORD CABOT
The Limington Recorder states that Mr. with the name of the owner ; a pair of silver first Monday in April, in the year of our
Representative
to
Congress
in
this
District
FjpHIS beautiful and thorI am, in haste, your friend,
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the
Hiram Staples of that town, last year raised bowed spectacles, a pair of gloves, &c. Any
ist September. They will recollect that
-®- ough bred young Blood
ANDREW JACKSON.
Honourable ’WM. A. HAYES, Judge of
from
one
squash
seed,
ten
good
sized
squash

person
finding
the
above
will
be
generously
ames C. Churchill was the Whig candidate
Horse, is of an elegant dark
James Gwin, Nashville, Tenn.
said Court:
es, and that the whole length of the vine was rewarded by leaving it at the office of the Ga
nd F. O. J. Smith the Jackson candidate,
Chesnut color, with a star^
N the petition of Jeremiah S. Putnam,
three hundred and forty-seven feet. This vine zette and Palladium.
■This delicious fish bave been ’hat on the very eve of the election the most must have been a “land speculator!”
executor of the will of Phineas M'ln- black main, tail and legs, both hind feet par
Kennebunk, March 28, 1835.
tially white below the pastern joints. He
the eastern coast in superabund utrageous slander and barefaced falsehoods
tire, late of York, in said county, deceased,
was 6 years old in June last ; 15 hands high ;
as during' the past week by the gainst the private and personal character of
A
DISCOURSE
on
the
.Atonement,
delivrepresenting
that
the
personal
estate
ofsaid
HYMENEÀL
’ly winds. The small boats froai Ir. Churchill were circulated by F. O. J.
xjL ered at the ordination of the Rev. .Amos deceased is not sufficient 'to pay the just with a great share of hone and muscle. His
brought in eighty of those sturdy •mith, when it was too late to contradict
MARRIED—In Kennebunk-port, by Rev. D. Wheeler, over the first Church and Parish debts which he owed at the time of bis death Grandsire was the unrivalled horse American
le day from the briny deep, some lem, and finally defeated Mr. Churchill’s Ezra Kellogg, Capt. Oliver Fairfield, to at Standish, Maine, Jan. 14th, 1835, by An by the sum of six hundred and twenty-one Eclipse, that was sold the last season, at the
lection.
One
of
these
slanders
was,
that
Mrs. Sally Kimball, both of K.
sighing 300 lbs. each. Those in
drew P, Peabody, Pastor of the South Church dollars and six cents, and praying for a license age of 20 years, for $10,000, and now stands
In Alfred, Mr. Elijah Buzzell ofKenne- and Society, Portsmouth, N. H.
* when cut across, show in their :iany years ago Mr. Churchill went out as
to sell and convey the whole of the real estate in Dinwiddie County, Virginia, for the use of
i can be called flesh) all the cob üpercargo in a vessel from this port to the bunk-port, to Miss Rhoda Linscott of Alfred.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
of said deceased, as by a partial sale the res mares, at $100 the season. His Dam by the
In Limerick, Mr. Andrew Douglass of Sebacelebrated Morgan Horse. She would trot
April 11.
inbow, and are retailed in Ports- Vest Indies,—that most of the cargo was
idue
thereof would be greatly injured :
égetables, Which sold at a good price, but that go, to Mrs. Desire Irish of L.
o cents the pound.—Centind.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give a mile in two minutes and forty five seconds,
e returned a false aCcbunt to the owners,
FISH FOR SALIL
~ notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and fifteen miles an hour, with ease ; and is
OBITUARY.
tating that nearly all the vegetables rotted,
OR sale by the subscriber, about thirty and to all persons interested in said es now valued high for a brood mare.
—This loathsome disease exists nd thus cheated and defrauded the owners
quintals good Cod Fish. For further tate., by causing a copy of this order to
rabie extent in New Orleans. We ut of their property. This story was traced
DIED—In Eliot, Mrs. Elizabeth, wife of Mr.
LORD CABOT
particulars enquire of
be published in the Kennebunk Gazette, Will be at Mr. Gordon’s Stable in Saco, the
it had also shown itself at South » Col., Alfred Stone of Brunswick, who had William Randall, aged 48 years.
In Saco, Mrs. Olive M. wife of Mr. Edward
printed, in Kennebunk, in said county, three present Season, ready to wait upon visitors,
CHARLES GOODWIN.
iss., the last wefek, in two individ- bread it more or less in several towns. Mr.
Kennebunk-port, March 20, 1835.
weeks successively, that they may appear at at the usual low price of Seven Dollars,
physicians are meeting the dan- "hurchill’s friends immediately went to Stiles, aged 29years.
a Probate Court to be holden at York, in said to insure a foal. All Mares disposed of with
by vaccination.
Brunswick and arrested hiin. After much
county, on the first Monday in May next, at in a year, will be charged as with foal.
SHIP NEWS
on Medical Surgical Journal/
GRASS SEED.
ammering he gave F. O. J. Sinith Rs the
HENRY RHODES, Groom.
PRIME lot of Eastern Grass Seed, Clo ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
erson who reported the story to him. He
KENNEBUNK, APRIL 11, 1835.
Saco, March, 1835.
ver,: Herds Grass and Red Top for sale cause,'if any they have, why the prayer of
•ve that the small pox exists in ffered to come to Portland, and if Mr. Smith
ARRIVED.
by
MILLER & HALL. said petition should not he granted.
is both io New Hampshire and muid riot “ take the responsibility” he vyould
We the undersigned having known Lord
Attest, Ylvi- Cutter Allen, Register.
April
7
—
Schs.
Grape,
Ward,
Boston,
sundry
April
9,
1835.
lake
a
public
recantation.
ient measures have been adoptCabot, from a colt, do without hesitation pro
A true copy—Attest,
merchandise ; Moro, Emery, do.;—9—Columbus,
He
accordingly
came
to
Portland,
was
nounce him a first rate, thorough bred horse,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
t its spread.
Huff, do.; Ploughboy, Perkins,do.; Mary, Webloseted with Mr. Smith several hours, and ber,
and well deserving the patronage of the pub
April 11.
WHEEL
TIRE.
do.
lic.
Rufus Banks,
ne since, a gentleman in Man* nally unceremoniously cleared out and reNGLISH & Swedes Iron for Tire, from
memoranda.
Stephen Littlefied,
The hull of ship Sovereign, stranded on Squam
land, dreaming that his bed-room irried to Brunswick, leaving a nóte behind
1£ to 3 inches wide, also 6 inch Tire
MST
OFEETTERS
im to Mr. Churchill’s friends, that they Beach, has been sold for $600.
Jere. Millikin.
for wide Wheels, for sale by
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk
by assassins^ who were about o
Ar. at Charleston, 21st ult. ship Berwick,
April 4.
4m.
n, jumped out of the windo > light look for satisfactión where they could
MILLER & HALL.
port, April 1, 1834.
rid it. Mr. Churchill’s friends then follow- Chandler, Havre, Hth Feb.
Kennebunk, April 10, 1835.
B. D. H. L.
nd up to his chin in a water on
Cid. at Boston, 1st inst. brig Caroline, Bran
1 him to Brunswick, attached his property
OSEPH BURNHAM, Owen Burnham,—
rder.”
id prepared for a legal investigation of the don, Havana.
IX months in a Convent, or the narrative
William Drown,—Clement Huff, Abner
At
Havana,
20th
ult.
brig
Lima,
Lord,
for
N.
tatter. This was oh Saturday, and the elecof Rebecca Theresa Reed, who was un
Huff, Amos Huff, Jacob Huff;—Joseph LitT/V"ANTED

immediately by the subscriber,
Orleans,
next
day.
day last a public dinner was
on took place on the next Monday ; so that
der the influence of the Roman Catholics
T
a lad from 14 to 15 years of age, as an
tlefield, Theodore L. Stevens.
Cid.
at
Boston,
6tb,
brig
Herschell,
Durant,
i. Edward Kavanagh by the cit
ue object of F. O. J. Smith with regard to
about two years, and an inmate of the Ursu
N. S. T. W.
New Orleans.
apprentice to the Tailoring Business.—Any
eborough and vicinity,
Selection waS effected, for the poison had
Sailed from St. John, P. R. 1st ult. sch. Clara line Convent on Mount Benedict, Charles
Capt. Edmund Nason,—Cleopas Smith,— one wishing to learn the trade will find good
Jen industriously scattered through the Fisher, Littlefield, Guyama.
town, Mass, nearly six months, in the years Daniel Tripp,—Miss Almedia Wormwood, encouragement on application to
laniel Groton has been aPP°'?t^ ounty and it was now too late to apply the
Cid. at New York, 1st inst. brig Ponce, Gould, 1831-2. For sale by
D. REM1CIL
Mrs. Lydia Wells.
JAMES B. N. GOULD.
itidotei'
•bate for Lincoln County in pla
Ponce, P. R.
Kennebunk, April 10, 1835.
OLIVER BOURN, P. M.
Kennebunk, March 20,1835.
iley, ejected to Congress»
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To the Hon..the Justices of the Court of Com NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE.
® | ed—which circumstance renders the contin
mon Pleas, to be begun andholden at Alfred, THIS Vegetable Medicine stands unrival.
POETRY._____ uance of sight more wonderful. His memHE subscriber offers for sale
for and within the County of York, on the
led for the following complaints, vj2,
~ ory is considerably impaired.
He is selhis Farm, consisting of asecond Monday of February, 1835.
—Dyspepsia or Indigestion ; Diseased Livtr}
For the Gazette & Palladium.
dom thirsty, lives upon milk very much,
bout seventy acres of good land, UMBLY SHEW, Jacob Jeffery, Samu Bilious Disorders; Jaundice; Dropsy; Ast^
and remembers going a month frequently
situated in Alewive, (so called,) in
el Jeffery, Isaac Jeffery, Ebenezer ma ; Costiveness ; Bilious Cholic ; for Worms'
THE FOP. OR VOTARY OF FASH
Kennebunk.—Said Farm is under a good
Jeffery, all of Kennebunk-port, in said Coun
 in the Side, Stomach, and Breast;
without drinking.
Pains
ION.
.
of cultivation and averages about thirty ty, Benjamin Jeffery of Portland, in our ofAppetite ; Colds and Coughs ; Hoarseness,
The good effects of total abstinence are state
t
He comes ! the devotee of Fashion. In guise of
Sombre hue caparisoned : So neatly brushed
of Breath; Nervous
Coir,,
very manifest in this old man’s health, tons of hay annually.—There is on the same County of Cumberland, Sally Moore of Saco, Shortness
That e’en a mote ne’er touched the surface, but it strength and industry. Were all men as tern- a: good double two story dwelling-house, well in said County of York, and Stephen Smith plaints, fyc.
Shrunk aghast, recoiling from a frown more
finished, with a wood and chaise house.— and Lydia Smith wife of said Stephen in her
This medicine is of a warming, cheering
perate, there could be no doubt that a gigan Also a barn which has been recently built.
dreadful
right, of the City of Albany, County of Alba and invigorating nature : whereas, it is well
tic
race
of
Methuselahs
would
spring
up,
Far, than dread Boreas with his withering blasts.
The above Farm is pleasantly situated—a- ny, State of New York, heirs of Benjamin
His neck, erect within his collar, scarcely dar’d and fabulous deeds of valor would become bout three miles from the village of Kenne Jeffery, late of Kennebunk-port, deceased, known many other cathartics have directlj
an opposite tendency; and it has a most poty.
To turn, for fear a movement slight might disar
bunk.—Any person wishing to purchase is intestate, that they are seized in fee simple erful influence, exceeded by no other med|.
sober realities.
range
The old man says when he was young, invited to call and examine the premises, and as tenants in common of one undivided cine, in removing Nervous cqpjplaints. It|s
What he so late adjusted. His step so quick, so
Light, savoured of business much, but 'twas of work was done principally without rum : | when the terms of sale will be made known. fifth part of the following parcel or tract of pleasant to take, and in its operation so much,
JOSEPH TAYLOR.
land, situated in Kennebunk-port, in said so, that it may be administered to the tendei
Trivial stamp, impress’d by Vanity, and wrought some farmers would purchase perhaps two
Kennebunk, March 21, 1835.
County, bounded and described as follows : infant with safety.
Within her mould in shape so perfect, that pre quarts for the haying season.
Buildings
a certain lol of land containing about eighty
cious
CERTIFICATES.
Self was his supreme concern. So much him were generally raised without rum.
acres, bounded on the northerly side by land
P
ortsmouth
, N. H. Aug. 19, 1833,
Westfield, March, 1832.
self he
of Ebenezer Emmons, on the westerly side
Dr. Charles Holman,—About three yeai?
Deemed, Jiat minor objects circled the whole
by land of Cleopas Smith, on the southerly
D.
RE
MICH
This
history
of
the
old
man
reminds
us
world-,
side by the sea, on the southwesterly side by since, I was induced to try a bottle of you
And this together in a compact mass, bore marks ofCapt. C-------, a native ofS------- , who as JJAS just received his Spring assortment of
land of Jonathan Jeffery, on the northeasterly Nature’s Grand Restorative, for a complaint ti
Of Insignificance. Display, with lofty mien,
sured us that he had never to his knowledge
side by land of Eliakim, Ebenezer and Ezeki the stomach, to which 1 had been subjeci
GARDEN & FLOWER SEEDS,
Stood with a steady foot, upon his brazen brow, drank distilled or fermented liquors; al
(probably occasioned by an obstruction o|
Evincing-Self; and so absorbed was he in his
ffom the New England Seed Store, Boston, el Emmons and on the easterly side by little some of the unimportant organs.) I found
though for thirty or forty years he had been
river, (so called,) with persons unknown to
Superior greatness, than Fancy waved a
warranted of the growth of 1834*
your Petitioners, that they cannot possess, oc great relief from the use of it, and ever since
a mariner, and made many voyages round
Dusky banner, and eclipsed his sight so much,
Kennebunk, March 20, 1835.
He felt assured he was the dear admired.
cupy and improve their said part in said have kept it in my house as a family medi.
the world, he had without the aid of spirits
Within the hall of merriment, there naught was enjoyed the most vigorous health. Once,
premises to any advantage, while the same cine;—its beneficial effects have been experi
heard,
lay in common and undivided as aforesaid, enced by several members of my family. Ifo,
But laughter loud from him so truly vain, except when the ship which he commanded was
OST by the subscriber, a note of hand but wholly lose the profits thereof: Where spectfully your Ob’t. Svt.
When rattling nonsense burst in volleys from lying at Lima, he was invited by some Brit
WILLIAM WALKER.
against Solomon Drown, for fifty-one fore they pray that notice may issue in due
his lips-,
ish officers to dine with them, on board of
dollars—there was endorsed on the back form
of of law and that their said part may be
I, the subscriber, of Portsmouth, N. H4
Obtruding on the ears of others far more wise,
one of their ships of war.
After dinner said note, twenty dollars. Any person find set off and assigned to them in severally.
hereby certify that my son was afflicted will
But less assuming.
they began to drink toasts, and pledged ing said note and returning it to the subscri
JACOB JEFFERY,
the scrofulous humor, for two years, andi
His mind, a barren waste, where Capt. C------ , but he politely declined tak ber, shall be rewarded tor their trouble. All
SAMUEL JEFFERY,
have in the same time used many medicine
Nature’s choicest plants could never thrive, or ing wine, and when pressed to do it, inform persons are forbid purchasing said note, as
ISAAC JEFFERY,
recommended for said complaint with the ad
even
payment is stopped.
EBENEZER JEFFERY.
dition of six bottles of Swain’s Panacea and
ed them that he had never tasted a drop
Dare to peep upon such sterile soil, ’tis true, a
JOSEPH THOMPSON.
BENJAMIN JEFFERY,
all to no effect until I was induced to callts
and never would. This refusal and reproof
Fertile Isle, like to a wand’ring oases in a
Kennebunk-port, March 12, 1835.
SALLY MOORE,
Dr. Charles Holman, who recommended hi
Desert land, was scatter’d here and there ; but they good humoredly resented, and insisted
STEPHEN SMITH,
Nature’s Grand Restorative and after usin
painful
upon it that he should join them in a social
LYDIA SMITH,
one bottle only my son was restored to pei
Was its hue ; as the fell Upas or the deadly
glass.
Two officers pinioned his arms,
feet health. I therefore conceive it a duty
Nightshade, it omened certain Death.
By their Att’y, A. G. GOODWIN.
while a third put the glass to his mouth ;
owe to the public to recommend this medi
[Price
reduced
to
25
cents.]
Did Nature
cine for the above complaint and likewise fo
but in vain did* they make the attempt.
Which
cures
in
less
than
one
hour
’
s
appli

STATE
OF
MAINE.
Then with-hold from him her gifts of highest
costiveness and generally as the best famil
They then poured out a bottle of wine upon
cation. See directions.
worth ? Did
York, ss....Court of Common Pleas, at Alfred, medicine. Portsmouth, Aug. 1833.
HE character of this celebrated Oint
his head, and still confining his arms, shed
She assign to him a gloomy path, without a
February term, 1835.
JOSIAH WEBSTER.
ment stands Lll.iL
unrivalled
1 V CbAiVLt Ivl
for uvlllg
being a safe,
Genial light to cheer his darksome way ? was its contents over his whole apparel, declar ■ Mi* HjvHl
N the foregoing Petition the Court order
This may certify that my wife had been fe
his brow,
ing if he would not drink, he should be speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
that the Petitioners notify all persons
Thus clad, ne’er circled by a bow of Hope?
several
years afflicted with a cough occasion
interested in the premises, by causing said pe

soaked to the skin in the good liquor, con disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
The fault
pimples on the skin, it is also a valuable ar tition and this order thereon to be published ally, and had a seated bard one, for two (,
fessing
that
brother
Jonathan
was
more
than
Was his, not Nature’s. His star which shone so
three months, so that she could not rest dai
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
a match for John Bull in temperance as The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, three weeks successively in the Kennebunk or night, she obtained some relief from medi
bright in
Gazette,
a
newspaper
printed
at
Kennebunk,
Fashion’s ether vault, need not have been thus well as in war.
This most accomplished which are so eminently useful for removing
the last publication to be thirty days at least cine prescribed by an able Physician, yet sb
sinking
and
gallant
temperance
man still lives an all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
before the term of this Court to be held at was apparently rapidly going into a consume
Dim in wisdom’s sky, but mounting high, have
honor to his country, and fills a post of A fresh supply is just received, and for sale by Alfred, aforesaid, on the last Monday of May tion. While in this state I heard of Holmani
reached
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
The topmost summit. He might have tasted of Consul of these United States abroad, and
next, that all such persons may then and there Nature’s Grand Restorative, purchased o®
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
the
is justly respected wherever he is known.
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer bottle ; she began to be relieved, within a da
Well of learning, and drawn its waters deep.
or two from taking this, and in two week
Wholesale by
W.C. MITCHELL, Portland,
of said petition should not be granted.
Springfield
Gazette.
The Sun
and Henshaw Ä Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings,
her cough was entirely cured, and for sevti
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Of Selfishness, ’twas true, had shrivelled, parch
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J. P.
A true copy of said Petition and order months since she has enjoyed better healil
Licenses.—At a meeting held in this Hall and others. Druggists in Boston, and all orders to
ed the soil,
than she has for a number of years befe
But if Beneficence’s pure rills had been unlock’d, town on Monday last, it was voted, be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass. thereon.
with no return of her cough. Not one wW
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
’Twould sure have formed it fertile. Then his that the Selectmen be requested not to
bottle was used. Rochester, May 23,18311
March 14.
mind would
TAKE NOTICE.
GERSHOM HORN.
Be enriched, and swell beyond its narrow bounds, give their approbation for a license to
HE subscriber, having contracted with
VEGETABLE
POWDERS.
Mingling its weal with brother-men. His sym any person to sell ardent spirits except
the overseers of the poor of the town
pathies
THESE Powders are a most vakabl
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
for
manufacturing
and
medicinal
pur

Enlisted, he would feel the sweetest Luxury
composition for young or old, male or female
In easing human woe—would know that perfect poses.—The meeting was very fully ing to said town, for the term of one year from
They are useful and safe for violent colds, 1;
date
hereof,
and
having
made
provision
for
bliss
attended. At the close of the meeting, that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har
vers, foul stomach, head-ache, jaundice, pail
Holds empire only, in the soul of him whose sight
in the stomach and bowels, dysentary, cholii
Leaps gaily ’yond the boundary of Self, and takes the Selectmen gave notice that they boring or supporting any of said paupers on
loss of appetite, cold hands and feet, palp
The Universe at large, within its eager view. should comply with the wishes of the his account.
tation of the heart, rheumatism, female co®
Kennebunk, April 6,1835.
N.
JAMES HOBBS.
town, by refusing their approbation
plaints, caused by colds, and all kinds of he
Wells,
Dec.
16,
1834.
for licenses to sell spirits to all retailers
mors.
A COMPARISON
BETWEEN
GOOD and innholders.
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
HOUSEWIFERY AND EVIL.
HIS Ointment stands at the head ofi
In West Boylston, Holden and West
HE subscriber having contracted with
Thomas Tusser.—Died 1580.
remedies for the following diseas
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
borough, similar votes have been pas
which human nature is heir to, viz.«Rfei
Ill huswifery lieth Till nine of the clock :
poor
of
said
town
for
one
year,
hereby
gives
sed. Millbury, also, has adopted the
Good huswifery trieth To rise with the cock.
VEGETABLE.
mutism, both Chronic and inflammatorynotice that be has made suitable provision for
Ill huswifery trusteth To him and to her :
same course.— Worcester Spy.
HE only specific ever offered to the Gout—Sprains—Bruises, and contracted 3V
them
at
the
town
Work-House,
and
hereby
Good hus wifery lusteth Herself for to stir.
public from which a permanent and dons of long standing.
forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
PROBATE NOTICE.
Ill huswifery careth For this nor for that:
of the Paupers of said town, as he is deter radical cure may be obtained of that disa- , It discusses all tumors—renders stiffjo®
Good huswifery spareth For fear ye wot what.
greeable pain the Tooth-ache, with all its limber by producing a healthy muscular si
mined to pay no bill for their support.
tion.
At a Court of Probate held at York, within
Ill huswifery pricketh Herself up in pride :
ALEXANDER G. FURNALD.
attendant evils ; such as fracturing the Jaw
It assuages pains in Boils and Abseses. Noil
and for the county of York, on the first
Good huswifery tricketh Her house as a bride.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1834.
in extracting the Teeth, which often proves ing equals it in swelled and inflamed B«
Monday in May, in the year of our Lord
HI huswifery one thingDr other must crave :
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the Hon New Type and Stereotype more painful than the Tooth-ache itself, and in females if applied in its early stage, pit
Good huswifery nothing But needful will have.
cold passing from the decayed Teeth to the vents suppuration or matter forming, s
orable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
Foundry, in Boston.
Ill huswifery moveth With gossip to spend :
said Court:
Jaw,
thence to the head, producing a rheu gives in all cases immediate ease from pat
Good huswifery loveth Her household to tend.
Certificates of this fact could be given ifi
OSIAH BRAGDON, Guardian bfJVaM
HE Type and Stereotype Foundry for matic affection, with many other unpleas* cessary.
Grant, a minor and child of Theodore
Ill huswifery brooketh Mad toys in her head :
ant effects, such as a disagreeable breath,
merly
located
in
Lancaster,
is
removed
Good huswifery looketh That all things be fed.
This remedy is offered to the public u!
Grant, late of York, in said county, yeoman,
bad taste in the mouth, &c.; all of which
to No. 3, Water Street, Boston, where the
Ill huswifery bringeth A shilling to naught:
the full assurance that it far excels the op
deceased, having presented his first account
subscribers
are
prepared
to
furnish
New
and
are produced from foul or decayed Teeth.
Good huswifery singeth—Her coffers full of Guardianship of his said ward for allow
deldocs and liniments of the present day,!
Second Hand PRINTING TYPE, BRASS
I am happy to have it in my power to of the above diseases.—A trial is only wans
fraught.
ance :
and ZINK RULE, LEADS, &c. &c.
fer to the world a remedy that will not only to give it the decided preference to eve
ORDERED—That the said Guardian
Ill huswifery rendeth, And casteth aside :
Having made an arrangement with Mr. remove the pain nine times out of ten, if thing else. Many physicians of eminei
Good huswifery mendeth Else would it go wide : give notice to all persons interested, by
Jesse Holmer for the manufacture of Type,
Ill huswifery craveth In secret to borrow :
have used this ointment and extol its men!
causing a copy of this order to be published
and other articles usually furnished by Type properly applied, but preserve the teeth
Good huswifery saveth To day, for to morrow.
CERTIFICATE.
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Founders, and as he is well experienced and from further decay, and arrest the disease in
I the undersigned certify that my daily
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
such
as
are
decaying
and
have
not
commen

Ill huswifery pineth, (Not having to eat:)
interested in this department, customers are
ter aged 7 years was violently attacked i
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
Good huswifery dineth With plenty of meat.
ced aching, restoring them to health and
a pain in her knee, which caused the must
to be held at York, in said county, on the assured that particular pains will be tak
Ill huswifery letteth The devil take all :
en to answer all orders ih a prompt and usefulness.
to contract so as to draw the leg under!
first Monday in May next, at ten of the
Good huswifery setteth Good brag of a small.
faithful
manner.
similar to a person kneeling—we becamf
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
NEW-YORK CITY, SEPT. 15, 1832.
They have on hand, a large quantity of
they have, why the said account should
The undersigned, in his practice as a Den larmed for her fate—were recominendei
Pica, Small Pica, Long Primer, Burgeois,
temperance department.
try “ Holman’s Bone Ointment,” it wasi
not be allowed.
Brevier, Minion, Nonpareil, and Pearl Type tal Surgeon, having extensively used, for mediately procured and applied,—and toi
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the
cure
of
the
tooth-ache,
Thomas
White?«
of various faces, which has been used for
AN OLD MAN.
A true copy,—Attest,
astonishment, speedy relief was dbtained(i
Stereotyping, and is but very little worn, Vegetable Tooth-ache Drops, and with de in a very short time the muscles were so:
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
There is now living in M-------, a few
which
is
offered
at
a
large
discount.
cided
success,
he
can
recommend
them,
March
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laxed that the limb became perfectly
An assortment of Newspaper and Toy when genuine, as superior to any other rem stored.—1829.
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Book
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ROBERT GURNET
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Blake’s Astronomy ;
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recently Stereotyped at this Foundry, as it
ring the twenty nights he saved from the
D. REMICH.
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SHEPARD OLIVER, & Co.,
over 70 years of age.
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nothing of fatigue until he was more than
No. 3, Water Street, 24 door
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markably healthy, but remarkably strong. from the Masses and other works of Haydn,
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LILLIE,
Kennebunk’, Nathan Kendall,
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and for sale by CHARLES HOLMAN,f
American authors. Published under the di
Cornhill,
Boston.
ried it into the mill and deposited ft safely rection of the Boston Academy of Music.
hallow street, Portsmouth, N. H. where®
on the floor of the second story.
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medicines, and also by the following ?
prime quality, for sale by
pose, about 450 pounds. Since he was 95 acter. The Work is issued in accordance
"IITANTED immediately, a smart active tiemen:—At Kennebunk, by John w
at Wells, by Joseph Wilson ; at Great B
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he has carried a bushel of rye meal a mile with one of the principal objects of the In
▼ v young man, to peddle Tin Ware.
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by Timothy Walcott, (General AgtfW
upon his shoulders, and he says he can do it stitution, that of aiding in the improvement
On Hand, A Large Assortment of
phen Wingate and R. Bradford ; IM*
now ; he says he has not mowed much for of our Church Music ; and it is believed, from
H. Wheeler and Asa A. Tufts; Portli
the means and opportunities which have
a year or two past.
been at command, for supplying a work cal
cast of the very best of iron, and every way a David Griffith.
His hearing is very good—eye sight much culated to this end, that their efforts will be
*#*A11 directions signed in the hand’
QUANTITY of Flour just received first rate article ; at wholesale or retail at
impaired. He never used glasses, and has1 successful to a high degree. The work is for
ting of the proprietor.
,,
and for sale by the subscriber.
Boston prices.
CHARLES HOLMA*
been able to read till within three or four sale by
D. REM1CH.
LEVI P. HILLARD.
WILLIAM LORD.
January 1,1835.
eowty
Kennebunk, March 21,1835.
years. He was not when young nearsightMarch 2,1835.
Kennebunk, March 12,1835.
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